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tant champion, William of Orange) celebrate gate Market. That. the boys and girls of Brad
the victory with great enthusiasm. ford are not without plenty of places for play
BRACKEN. A hillside covered with bracken ing in is evident from the fact that there ·are . 
gives one about as good an idea of a · jungle as 35 public parks and recreation grounds in and 
anything we have in England, and furnishes about the city. 
a splendid place for a thrilling game of hide- BRADLEY, JAMES (1693-1762). This great 
and-seek. The stiff, tough stems of bracken English astronomer was a Gloucestershire man, 
or brake, as it is sometimes called grow as and began life as ~ Church of England clergy
high as 5 feet in suitable places, and the graceful man. Taking up the study of the stars as a 
fern-like fronds form a mass of greenery which hobby, he rose to be a professor of astronomy 
completely hides the ground. . at Oxford, and later Astronomer Royal at 

Bracken is found growing on moors and hill- Greenwich. Bradley's patience and perse
sides all over the British Isles, from the Channel verance in studying the stars was somethi:r;1g 
Isles to Shetland, and throughout Northern wonderful. He made observations for twenty 
Europe as well. In the autumn it turns to a years to prove one of his theories. His greatest 
lovely russet brown, and dies down each winter, discoveries were in connexion with his studies 
coming up again strongly from the creeping of the motion of the earth as it affected the 

. underground roots the following spring. observations of astronomers. · . . 
In mountainous districts, as in Wales and Bradley's work solved many things which . 

Scotland, the small farmers A c 0 M M 0 N FE R N until his time had puzzled 
cut great stretches of bracken astronomers, and made the 
with the scythe, leave it to study of the heavenly bodies 
dry, and then cart it home to simpler for all time to come. 
use as bedding for their cows. Mysteries which seemed unex-
BRADFORD. The suit of plainable, and difficulties which 
clothes you are we~lring has seemed unsurmountable, were 
probably been in Bra,dford at solved and overcome by his 
some stage of its manufac- unwearied industry. 
ture, for that busy Yorkshire BRAHE, TYCHO (1546-1601). 
city is the metropolis of the When a student who has been 
wool and worsted trade. The sent to a university to study 
products of its numerous law spends his nights studying 
throbbing mills are exported the stars, instead of books, he 
to every part of the world. is not likely to rise to any very 

Bradford is tenth on the lofty heights in the legal pro-
list of the largest cities in Bracken or Brake, a fern that grows fession. Tycho Brahe, like 
England, having a population almost all over the world and is found other square pegs which would 
of 286,000. From very early in many parts of Great Britain. not fit into round holes, failed 
times Bradford has been associated wi~h the to become a lawyer, but he gained great fame 
cloth trade, but it was not until the invention as a pioneer astronomer. 
of power looms and other power machinery Brahe, who was born in a Baltic province 
that it began its rise to the proud position it that is now part of Sweden, but was then ruled 
now holds that of the greatest wool-working by Denmark, rose to be one of the foremost 
city in the world. , astronomers of his time. He was a contem-

In 1790 the first spinning mill was founded porary of Galileo, and wro~e a cordial letter to 
in Bradford, which then had a population of the latter, dated May 4, 1600, but the two 
about 10,000. Bradford is one of those thriving, never met. He was a very remarkable man 
modern manufacturing cities where nearly considering that he lived in an age when as
everything seems to belong to the Corporation. tronomers were still superstitious believers .in 
Not only is the Corporation of Bradford the astrology. Brahe, for example, vigorously main
Lord of the Manor, with undivided authority tained that · the earth was the centre of the 
over the ancient markets, but it also possesses universe, and that the sun revolved round it, 
the waterworks, the gas and electricity works, asserting that it was irreligious to believe 
the electric tramways, and other public ser- otherwise. · 
vices. This was the first municipality in the While the system of the movements of the 
country to set up a public electric light works. planets which he worked out, and which bears 

There are many fine buildings in Bradford his name (the Tychonic system), was proved 
which is a cathedral city notwithstanding its later to be based on fallacies, his labours and 
modern growth including the Cartwright observations helped to pave the way for the 
Memorial Hall, the Exchange, and the Kirk- greater astronomers who followed bjm . 
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